"I had an installer do a project that had a shared driveway for two homes. They both agreed on the Pavers, but one was being cheaper and didn’t want to have their side of the driveway sealed. The other homeowner wanted the driveway sealed and want to have the look of Enhancement."

Can you tell from the photo which side is sealed?

**PRODUCT FEATURED:**
**ENHANCED LOOK PAVER SEALER**

Each driveway probably cost $10,000.00 or more to install the pavers. For the additional cost to apply the sealer homeowner on right has many benefits:

- Superior color enhancement bringing out hidden rich colors of pavers.
- Lasts longer, resists fading and efflorescence of pavers.
- Oil & grease resistance.
- Reduced maintenance.
- Premium quality look.
- Extends fresh appearance of driveway.
- Easy to apply won’t peel.
- Waterbased no gloss.

Want to learn more? See otherside for product details

**PROFESSIONAL RESULTS GUARANTEED!**
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ENHANCED LOOK PAVER SEALER
FOR INTERLOCKING PAVERS & BRICKS

THE ULTIMATE PAVER CARE SYSTEM!

- One step, easy to apply!
- Seals, locks-in sand joints.
- Deep Color Enhancement
- Resists Oil, Grease & Color Fading

NEW!

EASY TO APPLY

- Spray on.
- Remove excess.
- You're done!

DEEP COLOR ENHANCEMENT

- Superior color enhancement
- UV Resistant
- Deeper, richer, more vibrant look!

LONG LASTING

- Longer lasting enhancement
- Deeper Penetrating Formula--Won't Peel!
- Excellent resistance to stains, oil, efflorescence, and UV fading

SUPERIOR PROFESSIONAL APPROVED FORMULA!
OUT PERFORMS COMPETITORS!

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS GUARANTEED!
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